Community Roots Housing provides housing for seniors and other vulnerable populations in our community. To reduce energy costs in Elizabeth James House Community Roots augmented a standard electric resistance water heater with a high performance heat pump system. A Sanden system was chosen for its use of environmentally friendly refrigerant (CO₂), improved energy efficiency, and the modular system’s quiet compressors.

While it was believed the existing water heater would need to compensate during peak periods, the Heat Pump Water Heater (HPWH) system provides nearly 100% of the load with dramatic energy and bill savings. Even during periodic equipment issues, system efficiency was maintained – proving that domestic hot water for a large building can be supplied by a remarkably small HPWH (five tons of nominal capacity).

Monitoring the system online allowed the owner to detect when any component of the system was in need of maintenance. Due to the system’s modular configuration, it was difficult to tell when one or more of the compressors were not working since hot water was still available.

Installing additional, redundant stages of heat pumps and a larger swing tank will minimize the need for a backup water heater.
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